
Loom Projects
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

L O OM I N G

We’re sharing 10 of our 
favorite loom DIYs.
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Love our cover projects? 
Pillow fronts: circular weaving loom. 

Scarf: hairpin lace loom.

Carry On
We used a double moss stitch on a 
round knitting loom to create this 

textured tote. Pre-cut suede strips (sold 
in the Crafts Department), accented 
with basic buttons, made it wardrobe-

ready without a ton of fuss.

Good Kitty
The cat’s outta the bag: You can turn 

a basic tube (made on a round knitting 
loom) into some serious creature 
comfort. Just add critter-specific 

details, like a tail and whiskers, 
and stuff it like a pillow.
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•  Yarn Bee® Alpine Authentic, 3.5 oz (100 g) 
 skeins of 126 yds (115 m) 
     - Turquoise & Gray – 1 skein

•  I Love This Chunky™, 3.5 oz (100 g) 
skeins of 109 yds (100 m) 
     - Honey – 1 skein

•  ¼" elastic – 0.5 yd
•  XL round purple loom (41 pegs)
•  Looming tool
•  Yarn needle

Materials:

Gauge:
8 sts and 13 rows = 4" square in twisted 
stockinette (e-wrap)

Cut 8" tail and pull through loop on 
final peg. Thread elastic through yarn 
needle and pull through each loop on 
peg. Lift loops off peg after threaded 
on elastic. Knot elastic ends together, 
and trim excess. Weave in ends.

e-Wrap Cast On – Bring working 
yarn behind first peg and wrap around. 
Continue around loom, wrapping each 
peg. Repeat, so that each peg has been 
wrapped twice. Use looming tool to bring 
bottom loop over top loop and off peg.

e-Wrap (Twisted Stockinette) – 
Wrap peg from behind and bring bottom 
loop over top loop and off peg.

Purl – Place working yarn across front 
of peg and underneath existing loop. From 
top of peg, bring looming tool under top 
loop, pull bottom yarn up into a loop, 
and remove top loop from peg. Place 
new loop (on tool) onto peg. 

K2tog – Place first of two loops on next 
peg and wrap peg with working yarn. Bring 
bottom two loops up and over peg.

Finishing:

Special Stitches:

Instructions:
Hat is worked with two strands of yarn 
(one from each skein) held together as one. 

CO all pegs on loom using e-wrap method.

Rnd 1: *k2, p1, rep from * around loom until 
last 2 pegs, k to end.

Rnds 2-6: Rep row 1.

Rnd 7: K all pegs.

Rnds 8-24: Rep row 7.

Rnd 25: *k5, k2tog, rep from * to 6 from end, k6.

Rnd 26: K all pegs.

Rnd 27: *k4, k2tog, rep to end.

CO = cast on
k = knit
k2tog = knit two together
p = purl
rep = repeat
rnd(s) = round(s)
st(s) = stitch(es)

GLOSSARY:

Bun Deal
The messy-bun hat craze is in full swing. 

Follow our easy pattern to loom-knit 
your way into the trend.
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Green Space
Try warming up a ho-hum hanging planter with a knitted cover. This one 
slides snugly over the existing pot—and slides right off when you want to 

change the look. We made it on a round knitting loom.
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Warm Wishes
Hairpin lace looms produce pieces that feel light and airy—ethereal, you might 
say. For a scarf like this one, you’ll create four sections, each the width of the 
loom (4" at the most). Then you’ll use the braiding method to connect them.

Bead Deed
If you think yarn’s your only option, this bracelet will rock your world. We made 
it by working leather cording on a hairpin lace loom. Beads: Thread them onto 

the cording before you start, and work them into the design as you loom.
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Cozy Kick
Legs need loom love too—
and legwarmers are a fun 
first project. You’ll use a 

round knitting loom to make 
these simple tubes. 
Tip: For a look like ours, 

choose a self-striping yarn. 
No color changes!

Tassel Talk
Got a rainy weekend on the horizon? Cozy 
up to a round knitting loom and while away 

the hours with an extra-long scarf. To make it 
playful, choose a cheeky variegated yarn and 

incorporate some chunky tassels.


